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EFFECTS OF A NONRIGID, WPERMEABLE BOTTOM
ON PLANE SURFACE WAVES IN
SHALLOW WATER1
BY
HERMAN G. GADE 2
ABSTRACT
Mutual effects of progressive wave motion in shallow water and in underlaying
fluid sediments are discussed, with emphasis on modification of the surface wave.
The mathematical model is a layer of inviscid fluid overlaying a viscous fluid of greater
density and bounded by a horizontal rigid plane. Solutions for locally periodic,
simple harmonic disturbances indicate that wave height decays exponentially with
travelled distance. It is found that the rate of decay has a maximum value when the
dimensionless parameter ho
has a value of 1.2, <r being the angular frequency,
v the viscosity, and ho the thickness of the lower layer.
The rate of dissipation of energy in the lower layer is found to be proportional to (a)
the wave energy, (b) the ratio of amplitudes at the interface and the surface, and (c)
the sine of an angle closely related to the phase difference between profiles at the free
surface and the interface. Comparison is made between typical values of wave decay
due to dissipation in a fluid bottom and that due to friction loss over a rigid sand
bottom. Even in a relatively thin layer of mud the dissipation exceeds by far the
energy loss due to bottom friction .
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
amplitude of surface wave at reference point, x = 0
complex factors
dissipated energy per unit area and unit time by friction over a rigid bottom

1 Research performed at Dept. of Oceanography, Texas A & M College, College
Station.
2 Oceanografisk Institutt, University of Oslo.
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total wave energy in water per unit area
function symbols
wave height, generally, and at reference point
function symbol
force of gravity per unit mass
distance from surface to interface, generally, and at
still water conditions
instantaneous, and equilibrium distances from interface
to rigid bottom

v-=I

friction coefficient for rigid bottom
complex coefficient k, + k,i
wave number
decay coefficient
wave length
complex constants
magnitude of complex function iZ(z) u/ v
pressure, atmospheric pressure, pressure at interface
under equilibrium conditions
magnitude of complex function
magnitude of complex function C/ A
period of wave
time
magnitude of complex function
horizontal particle velocity
work
horizontal coordinate
complex function of z
vertical coordinate
angle, argument of iZ(z) u/v
complex function of h o ~
1 - p1/ P2
amplitudes on upper and lower layer, respectively
angle, argument of (1 - Ho
angle, argument of (k/u) 2
density
21r/T
viscosity of lower layer
horizontal displacement
angle, argument of C
angle, q,/2 + fJ + f3

Index 1 refers to upper layer, index 2 to the lower layer.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been reported (Ewing and Press, 1949) that a kind of wave
motion in soft sediments is likely to occur under intermediate and
shallow water conditions. These soft sediments can be classified as
clay or mud. No qualitative measurements of this motion have been
made, consequently our knowledge of the phenomenon to date has
been inadequate.
Since most clays can be regarded as practically impermeable to
water, considering the time of a wave period, there is likely to be little,
if any, dissipation of energy due to percolation. However, there can
be dissipation of energy due to internal friction in the sediment.
The effect of a nonrigid bottom on pressure and on particle velocities
in the water has been discussed by several authors. Seiwell (1947)
related computed wave heights to measured heights at Bermuda,
assuming the bottom rigid; he found that the ratio of computed to
observed wave heights was too high by a factor between 1.18 and 1.35
for 8 to 9 second waves. Ewing and Press (1949) suggest that this discrepancy may be due to a liquid bottom; they applied a theory given
by Lamb (1932), treating the bottom as a perfect nonviscous fluid.
The Seiwell effect, as we may call it, was actually less than the effect
computed by Ewing and Press; this may be explained qualitatively by
taking the viscosity of the sediments into account.
There are evidently two possible ways in which the nonrigid bottom
can participate in wave motion. One is an elastic deformation which
may have a fairly deep penetration in the sediment; this is by far the
most common. The other is a motion in which the sediment behaves
like a viscous fluid; the penetration of this motion does not have to be
deeper than a few inches, although it may also extend several feet
down in the soft mud. Among the few examples of such motion, the
Mud Hole located near shore at about 92° 30' Won the Louisiana coast
is well known. Here the fluid bottom has such a pronounced calming
effect on the sea in rough weather that the local fishing boats use it as
an emergency harbor.
The present paper is an attempt to discuss the effects of a nonrigid
bottom of the latter type discussed above. The author has limited
himself to the case of relatively shallow water, i.e ., H/L ::; 1/20,
where H is the depth of water, L the wave length.
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PART I. THEORY
1. Botwm Conditions. Bottom conditions vary from place to place
in regions where sediments have the character of a viscous fluid; they
depend also upon the state of the sea and are therefore subject to variations with time. In some places we find only a thin layer (less than
six inches deep) of fluid sediment on top of relatively hard deposits;
in other places the soft sediments extend many feet down, usually with
the viscosity apparently increasing with depth. Sometimes sediments
have a fairly constant coefficient of viscosity in the upper few feet,
below which a slow increase in viscosity may occur until the sediment
no longer has the character of a fluid with respect to the period and
dimensions of an ordinary surface wave. The viscosity will also depend upon the velocity gradient in the sediment; especially, it is found
that when the sediment is at rest, the forces needed to cause a disturbance have to exceed a certain threshold value. The effect of this
characteristic threshold value for initiation of motion will be such that
at some depth in the sediments the pressure forces will not be sufficient
to cause any motion. The resulting effect is the same as if we had a
rigid bottom at this depth. In the case of a continuously varying
coefficient of viscosity, we should have the same situation: a layer of
fluid sediment overlaying an apparently rigid bottom.
As typical of the quantitative values of viscosity of bottom sediments, we may cite measurements done on top layer sediments outside
the Mississippi Delta which showed kinematical coefficients of
1 < 11 < 10 ft 2/ sec, with densities (specific gravity) of 1.6 < p < 2.0.
2. A Mathematical Model. In the case of a nonrigid bottom, the
shallow water criterium has to be modified to H' / L
1/ 20, where H'
denotes the effective depth: i .e., the depth of water necessary to bring
about the same wave length over a rigid bottom as is observed in the
case of a nonrigid bottom when the period remains fixed. The effective depth is equal to the actual depth in the case of a rigid bottom,
but it will be somewhat larger when the bottom is fluid.
For simplicity we choose as a mathematical model a two-layer system
subject to a long-wave disturbance; the upper layer will be treated as
frictionless while the lower layer is assumed to be homogeneous and of
finite thickness, resting on a rigid horizontal strata at which no motion
exists. The lower layer, representing the sediment, is not capable of
supporting a shear stress while at rest. In addition, the following
assumptions will be employed:
a. The wave is of sinusoidal form;
b. Disturbance of the upper fluid is not associated with any driving or dissipative shearing forces;
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Motions of both fluids are incapable of divergence;
Only plane waves are considered;
Variations of surface pressure are neglected;
The mean current is assumed to be nil;
The wave amplitude is considered small compared with depth;
The fluid layers are considered to be of infinite horizontal extent; geostrophic acceleration and curvature of the earth are
neglected.
Vertical accelerations are neglected.

Furthermore, we shall consider only periodic disturbances, i.e., those
in which wave height varies periodically at a fixed point but decays
with distance in the directions of propagation such that the distribution
of wave heights is steady.
3. Analysis. For equations expressing continuity of mass and
momentum for the upper fluid, we shall adopt :

au1
at

( I-l)

+ g a(h + H)

aH
at

(I-2)

ax

+

= O
I

H au1 = 0 .
O ax
I

here u 1, horizontal velocity in the direction of the x-coordinate, is presumed independent of depth; H and h are distance from interface to
surface and from rigid bottom to interface respectively; z is the vertical
coordinate measured positive from the rigid bottom toward the surface; and t denotes time. The quantities ho and Ho are the thicknesses
of the two layers under equilibrium conditions.
2

II

Figure t. Schematic presentation of the wave and varioue parametera,

For the lower fluid the equations of motion and continuity are as
follows:
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au2 +
ah + (l _ ) a(h + H)
at
'Yg ax
'Y g
ax

l

(1-4)

h

O

au2 dz
ax

+ ah
at

= 0_

Here the horizontal velocity u 2 is dependent on x, z, and t. The
parameter 'Yg, the apparent force of gravity per unit mass, is related
to the force of gravity g, as follows:
'Yg

(1-5)

P2 - PI g,
=-

P2

where p 1 and P2 are the densities of the upper and lower layers respectively. The boundary conditions adopted are:
(l-6)

u 1, ¼, H - Ho, h - ho,

(1-7)

h + H

=

0 as x

-+ oo,

ho + Ho + A cos ut at x

(1-8)
(1-9)

-+

'll2

= 0 at

au2

-

az =

z

= O,

0 at z

= ho

=

O,

We shall try solutions of the following forms:
(1-10)

h + H

= ho+ Ho+

Aei(kx--~t)

(1-11)

(l-12)

h

(1-13)

u2

(1-14)

= ho

=

+

Cei(kz-<Tt),

D Z(z)ei(k:t-<Tt),

H = Ho+ (A - C)ei(kz-<Ttl_

Here u is a real quantity, while A, B, C, D, and k are complex quantities; Z(z) may also be a complex function . Note that the above
equations indicate the same k and u for both layers. It is obvious that
the frequency u must be common to both layers if they are to remain in
contact at the interface at all times. It is also fairly obvious that the
wave length (expressed in terms of the real part of k) must be the same
in both upper and lower layer. It will be shown later that the imaginary part of k will determine the rate of decay of wave heights versus
distance. The wave heights at the interface and at the surface have
to bear a constant ratio since our differential equations are linear (Assumption g). It follows that rates of decay in the upper and lower
layer have to be the same in order to give a constant ratio for wave
heights at the interface and at the surface.
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Equation (1-1) is satisfied provided that
(1-15)
Equation (1-2) is satisfied if kBH 0

+

(C - A)u = 0 or by using (1-15)

(1-16)

From (1-3) we find that Z(z) must satisfy the following condition:
D[11Z"(z)

+ iuZ(z)] =

igk[-yC

+

(1 - -y)A]

(1-17)

here Z" (z) is the second derivative with respect to z of the function
Z(z). The constant D can be chosen arbitrarily. For convenience,
let

(k)

2

. k u [ 1 - -ygHo ;;
D = ig;;;

(1-18)

]

A;

then from (1-17)
Z"(z)

(1-19)

+i

"

Z(z) = 1,

of which a solution is
Z(z) = - i !'...

(l-20)

u

+ M1 cosh mz + M2 sinh mz,

where M 1 and M 2 are two constants to be evaluated and where
(1-21)

m

=

(1 - i) ~ -

From (1-8),
(1-22)

D [~

iu

+ M1]

=

O, whence M1 = i

u

(except for the trivial solution D = O), and from (1-9)
(1-23)
Inserting the results in (1-20), we have:
(1-24)

Z(z) = - i

u

[1

+ tanh mho sinh mz

- cosh mz].
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Finally, equation (1-4) will be satisfied provided that

f

Z(z) dz =

i,

which leads to the following quartic equation in the parameter k:
2
tanh mh 0
1
{1 - gHo(k/ u) }
mho
= gho(k / u)2 1 - gHo(k/ u)2 .
(1-25)
1 Now it is necessary to solve for (k/u); formally we must have k / u =
(ho, Ho, 'Y, v, u), which is our complex Hamilton function.
Equation (1-25) is biquadratic in k / u, hence there are four different
Hamiltonian functions which are roots of (1-25). These are
=
f (Ho+ I'ho) ± V(Ho + I'ho) 2 - 4-yI'Ho 1
(l- 26 )
u
± \
2-ygHo I'ho
f'

hol

where

r =

. of u h2/ v) .
1 - tanhhmho (comp1ex f unction
O
m o

We are interested in only the positive solution of k / u which contains
the reciprocal of the wave velocity; negative values of k / u indicate
waves travelling in the opposite direction. We still have a choice
between the signs of the square root. Those familiar with internal
wave theory will recognize that use of the positive sign gives a solution
with the larger amplitudes at the interface while the negative sign
gives us one which has the larger amplitudes at the surface. This is
merely the ordinary surface wave, the effects of which extend down to
the interface and cause a smaller disturbance in the lower layer. It is
this part of the solution in which we are interested, so far as the present
analysis is concerned.
Multiplication of (l-26) by Hog renders it in the following convenient
form:
(1-27)

(~)2
Hog= (I+ I'ho/ Ho) u

V(l - I'ho/ Ho)2 - 4-yI'ho/ Ho
2-yI'ho/ Ho
·

This solution is in a dimensionless form from which (k/ u)2H0 g can beinterpret~d as a function of the dimensionless parameters 'Y and
I'ho/ Ho; i.e.,
(1-28)

;8owever, a detaile~ discussion ?f thi~ form is not feasible since I'ho/ H 0
IS a complex function of the dimensionless parameters hov u/ 2v and
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,ho/Ho. The first of these represents an effective Reynolds number for
the disturbance. Thus, in terms of real arguments we can write

(I-29)
or
(I-30)
where and are complex functions of the real arguments indicated.
In the following discussion and in all the figures, the following values
have been adopted as applicable to a wave of 8 seconds period:
u = 271"/ 8 sec- 1, v = 5 ft 2 sec- 1, Ho = 4 feet, and

'Y

= 0.4287.

Since the whole discussion is based upon shallow water, we shall be
concerned only with values of ho less than 6 feet, because the effective
depth for values of ho larger than 6 feet becomes larger than 1/20 of
the wave length. This limit gives for the corresponding dimensionless
parameter
ho < 1.6815.
1.0 . - - - - - ~ - - - - i
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Figure 2. Real and imaginary parts of the dimensionless parameter (k/rr)'H,g vers\18 yu/2v ho.
(k/rr)'gHo is the square of the ratio between the phase velocity of the pure water and the complex phase
velocity of the water-sediment wave;
turbance of the sediment.

ho represents an effective Reynolds number for the dis-
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T he curves in Fig. 2 give the real and imaginary parts of (k / a-)2Ho g
as functions of
a/2v ho or ho, as calculated from equati?n (~-27) .
The curves in Figs. 3 and 4 show the calculated real and 1magmary
parts of k / u yH 0 g respectively. The outstanding feature of these
figures is the maximum value of the imaginary part of k, which controls the role of decay of wave amplitude.
In order to evaluate numerically the results pertinent to solutions
given by (1-10) through (1-14), we must determine the coefficients A,

v

1.0

u

0

---

I

I

0

0.8

I
0

0

--

0.4

02

0.28

0.5 6

0.84

1.12
4

0

1.4 1)
5

1.68
6 (feet)

V~

;,o

Figure 3. Real part of the dimensionleas parameter k /a- 'Vglh versus
h o and h, in feet .
k /a- v'gHo is the ratio of t he phase velocitiea of the pure water to that of t he composite water-sediment
wave; vu/2v ho is Reynolds number for t he disturbllnce of t he sediment. The circled points show
results from a separate wave tank experimen t.

B, C, and D. Boundary-condition (1-7) says that our wave at the
surface has the phase angle zero and that at the reference point
(x = O) t he amplit ude is ~- Accordingly, the wave amplitude in
(1-10) has been called A. Smee the phase angle is zero the constant A
is a pure real quantity. Then from (l-15)
'

(1-31)

k
B = g - A = gA vRe;"'l2,
<T

where
(1-32)

Rei"'

GY ;
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here R is the modulus of the complex quantity and cp its argument. It
is also convenient to bring the coefficients C and D [(I-16) and (I-17)]
to a polar form. Let
(I-33)
where SA is the modulus of this complex quantity and cp' its argument;
and let
O.~ t - - - -r -- - - r - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - -

O.I O t - - -- + --

-4----4---

0.0B f - - -+-- - - 1 - - - -

- -+ - - -

0

\:t
_.,, 0 .06t----f-------1i---

?
0 .0 2

0-

0 .2 8

0.56

0.8 4

1.12

1. 4 0

1.68

V7,v

Figure 4.

Imaginary part of the dimensionless parameter k /u

.../iih veraU5 the

Reynolds number

..,/ufiv ho. The circled pointa are result.a from a separate wave tank experiment •

(I-34)
be written as
(I-34b)

D = ig '.: A v'R,Ue i<"'' 2+e),
V

where U is the modulus and () the argument of the complex quantity
(1 - 'YgH O Rei"') in (I-34).
From now on we shall use the more instructive form of the complex
quantity k where its real (index r) and imaginary (index i) parts are
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separated: k = k,
take the forms:
h
(1-35)

+

ik;.

+H
U1

(l-36)

Equations (1-10) through (1-13) will then

= ho + Ho + Aei(k,x--o-t>e-k,z,
= gA vJie i(k,x--o-l+<P/2)e-k,z,

+

h = ho

(1-37)

[16, 2

SAe i(k,x--o-t+<P')e-k ,z,

= gA yRUPei(k,x--o-t+<P")e-k,z,

(1-38)

where we have introduced the real quantities P and /3 defined by the
complex equation:
(1-39)

PeiP = i

1

Z(z)
II

+

tanh mh 0 sinh mz - cosh mz

and
(1-40)

cp"

= cp/2

+ 8 + {3.

Now, both the real and the imaginary parts of these solutions will
satisfy the differential equations and the boundary conditions. In
order to get a cosine wave profile for the free surface, we must choose
the real parts.
4. General Discussion Of The Solutions.

Solutions (1-34) ihrough

(1-37) for the surface displacements and particle velocities are all

characterized by the exponential factor e-k,z. For a positive value of
k,, k; will always be positive. The size of the exponential factor is
discussed in Part II. The most outstanding features are the different
phase angles. From (I-36), velocities in the upper fluid are out of
phase by an angle + cp/ 2 relative to the surface profile, which means
that the wave crest is preceding the maximum velocity by the angle
cp/2!
The wave profile of the interface (1-37) is displaced by the angle cp'
in relation to the surface profile. This angle is always negative since
,
- Ho gR sin cp
t an cp = ---:---~--1 - gHo R cos cp'

(1-41)

<

<

where cp'
1r / 2 and gH o R
1 ; the only choice is I cp I < 1r / 2. The
last condition means that there is always an energy transport from
the upper to the lower layer. 3 The curve in Fig. 5 shows cp' versus
Va/211 ho.
The phase situation in the lower layer, regarding the horizontal
a Discussed in Part II.
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Figure 5. Theoretically determined values of the phase displacement cp' of the interface profile to
the surface profile versus the Reynolds number vu72v ho. T he circled points are results from a separate wave tank experiment.

velocities, is of a rather complicated nature. The behavior of ,p"
depends on the three angles ,p/ 2, 8, and (3. The first two are functions
of
/ 2v ho only, while (3 is also a function of z. The angle 8 is given
by [see (I-34)]
- 'YgHo R sin <P
tan 8 = ------,=-- = - - (I-42)
I - 'YYHo R cos,p·

vu

The same arguments as those used for ,p' can be applied to 8 to show
that this also is always negative ('Y is less than unity) .
Though not immediately apparent, it can be shown that the angle (3
is always negative and that its magnitude increases to a finite limit as z

[16, 2
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Figure 6. The smooth curve shows that q,•, the phase displacement of the velocity in the lower layer
for • = ho in relation to the surface profile, ia primarily dominated by (3 , defined by (1-39), as shown by
the dashed curve.
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Figure 7. The curve shows the variation of the angle fl , defined by (l-34), versus the Reynolds number
ho. Angles in radians.
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relation to the profile at the interface versus Reynolds number
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Figure 9. The figure presents the various phase angles in a schematic form showing their relative
size when the Reynolds number = 1.4. (ho = 5 feet)

goes to zero. fJ,=1, 0 is shown in Fig. 6, the typical behavior of fJ + cp/2
in Fig. 7. The phase angle cp",=1, 0 is primarily dominated by /3,=ho as
is seen in Fig. 6, where the smooth and dashed curves represent cp" ,=ho
and /3,=1, 0 respectively. Calculation has shown that cp"•=ho is always
negative and greater than cp' in magnitude. An interesting minimum
value for (cp" - cp') was found at Yu/V ho ;. 1, as shown in Fig. 8.
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This means that the wave form while at the surface, is preceding the
maximum velocity, whereas in the lower la)'."er it will ~e lagging. ~hus,
relative to maximum velocities. the resultmg effect 1s a phase shift of
the wave profiles towards each other. A picture of the situation where
V a/211 ho = 1.4 (ho = 5 feet) is shown in Fig. 9.
5. Horizontal Velocities And Displacements. The horizontal velocities are expressed by (I-36) and (I-38). However, we are more interested in the ratio of velocities in the upper and the lower layer than
in their absolute values. Thus the ratio between the velocity at any

Figure 10. The curves in the lower layer and the corresponding vertical lines in the upper layer represent the velocity profiles for values of (,p" - o-t) = 0 , 1r /4, 1r / 2, 3 1r /4, 1r, numbered l, 2, 3, 4, 5. respec•
t ivcly. The example refers to a thickness of the lower layer of 5 feet , or
ho = 1.4.

point in the lower layer and the velocity in the upper layer for the same
abscissa, at the same time, is
P V(l - -ygHo R cos cp) 2
(l-43)

+ (-ygH 0 R sin cp) 2
cos (k,.x - ut + cp")
COS (krX - ut + cp/ 2) ·

To examine the velocity distribution versus z in the lower layer we
shall study the velocities for a given value of x for different times
within a half period. The velocities are expressed as fractions of the
maximum velocity in the upper layer. For x = O, these are
(I-44) I' V(l - -ygHo R cos cp) 2

+ (-ygH

0

R sin cp) 2 cos (cp" - ut).

A picture of the situatio~ for five _v~lu~s of (cp" - ut) is shown in Fig.
10, where the correspondmg velocities m the upper layer are drawn in
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also. The example refers to a thickness of the lower layer, ho = 5 feet,
or V u/ 2.,, ho = 1.4.
The situation for horizontal displacements is similar to that for
velocities. The displacements are easily obtained by integrating the
velocities with respect to time. For the upper layer, this gives horizontal displacements of
gA -vR,e-"•"'
h = - - - - sin (k,x - ut

(l-45)

(T

+

q,/2),

and, for the lower layer,
(l-46)

1:

<;2

gPU
A -vR,e-"•"'
.
= - -- - - SID
u

(k rX

-

<T

t

+ <p") •

From the equations above we conclude that the ratio of magnitudes is
(1-47)

§ = PU sin (k,x -

ut

sin (k,x - ut

~1

+ q,")
+ q,/ 2) ·

We are especially interested in the ratio between the maximum horizontal displacements in the lower and the upper fluid. This is, from (1-44),
~ 2 max
· q, ) 2 = PU ;
- = P _v ; (I - -ygH0 R cos q,) 2 + (-ygH 0 R sm
~1 max
it is shown for different thicknesses of the lower layer in Fig. 11.

(1-48)

o.e,1----+-----+-----,'----r---

o

0

I

0.61------+------t------t-0

0.4f------;------i----0

0.2'1 ----+---

Figure 11. The curve shows the ratio between the horizontal displacements in the lower and the
upper fluid versus Reynolds number v',r72v ho. The circled points show results from a separate wave
tank experiment.
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6. The Ratio Between Amplitudes At The InterfaceAnd At The Surface. The amplitude 711 at any place at the surface is Ae-k•"', when A
is the amplitude at x = 0.
The amplitude at the interface for the same value of xis, from (l-37),
(I-49)
0 .6

05

011

½
0.3

0 .2

0.1

I
0, 28

3
0 .84

2
0. 56

4

5
1.40

1.12

V "¼-., ·1,,

" (fee •)

1.68 '

Figure 12. The curve shows the ratio between the wave amplitudes at the interface &nd a.t the sur•
a.ce versus the Reynolds number vuf2v ho.

where S, defined by (I-33), is given by

S =

V (1

- gHo R cos q,) 2

+ (gH

0

R sin q,) 2 •

Therefore, at any place the ratio between the amplitude at the interface
and at the surface is

= S.

(I-50)

7/2
7/1

Fig. 12 shows this ratio versus

v'u / 211 ho
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ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS

I. Energy Transport Through The Interface. Ln the following section
the energy dissipation of a surface wave is discussed. Also, an estimate of the probable size of the decay parameter e-k;z under natural
conditions is given.
The following development is based upon the same restrictions and
assumptions as those used in Part I.
Consider the average energy transport P through the interface per
unit area and unit time. The work dW done per unit area in time dt
on the lower layer at a given abscissa is
dW

(Il-1)

= - p dn dt
dt

'

where p is the pressure and dn is the infinitesimal displacement normal
to the interface of an element of the interface. Because of Assumption
(g) in Part I and because the ratio between the amplitudes on the interface and on the surface is always less than one (l-50), the slopes of
the interface at any point will be very small and we can make the
approximation in (Il-1): dn = dh, where dh refers to an infinitesimal
increase in the height of the interface. During a whole period T at a
particular point, the total work done per unit area is found by integration of (Il-1), hence the average energy transmitted through the interface per unit area and time during a whole cycle is

11T p-dt
dh
dt '

P = - T

(Il-2)

o

In (Il-2) both hand pare functions of time t:
(Il-3)

h

(II-4)

dh

= ho

=

+

ASe-k;z

COS

(krX - ut

ASue-k;z sin (krX - ut

+

+

cp')

cp') dt

and

(II-5)

p =Pa+ pgH,

where p is the atmospheric pressure and
From (1-14) and (1-16) it follows that
0

k
H = Ho B <T

(Il-6)

= HogA

COS

p

the density of sea water.

(krX - ut)e-k;z

(~)2 cos (krx -

= Ho gA R cos (krX - ut

+ Ho

ut)e-k;z

+

Ho

+ cp)e-k;z + Ho
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Inserting the above results in (II-2) we get
P

(II-7)

=

i 1T [-

(Pa

+ P gH o)

0

_ p g2H 0 RAe-k,x cos (k,,x - ut

+ ip)] dh
dt dt.

By using (II-4) this integral can be evaluated. The two first terms do
not contribute to the integral. Evaluation gives
(II-8)

-1

p = -

2

SA 2 e-k;x 2p g 2Ho R sin (ip' - ip).

Substituting in (II-8) the result from (I-50), we get

(II-9)

P

= -

pg~ (Ae-k•"') 2gH0 R
2

sin (ip' - ip).
~l

Equation (II-9) is interesting because it allows us to give an approximate estimate of the energy loss due to a nonrigid bottom from observations at a single station. If we assume that the amount of energy in
transport in the lower layer is negligible compared with that of the
upper layer, we can approximate the total average energy in the wave
per unit area by
1
E = -2 p g(Ae-k,z)2 .
(II-10)
With the help of (Il-10) we can now express the mean relative energy
loss per unit area and unit time:
(II-11)

')
p
H R -~2 sm
•
( ip-ip.
-=go
E
m

We note here that the dimensionless parameter gH 0 R is likely to be
found in the vicinity of unity, though always less. Furthermore, the
angle <P is small compared to ip'; as stated previously, the latter is always negative, making the ratio P / E positive. Thus, if it is possible
to measure simultaneously the wave heights at the surface and at the
interface and to measure also the phase angle ip' between the wave
profiles, by making use of (II-11) with gH 0 R = 1 and <P = Owe can get
a useful estimate of the energy loss due to a nonrigid bottom and
thereby of the corresponding rate of decay.
2. Energy Loss In Case Of Bottom Fricti on Only Over A Rigi d Bottom.
For comparison we give the energy loss over a rigid sand bottom due to
bottom friction only. It has been shown previously by Lamb (1932),
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Putnam and Johnson (1949), that for sinusoidal waves of small amplitude the amount of energy D 1 , dissipated per unit area at a horizontal bottom per unit time, is given by
(11-12)

D,

4

- 3 T3

1r2GafP
2
(sinh

•

J;) '

here pis the density of water, G the wave height, L the wave length, H
the still water height, and fa dimensionless parameter representing the
friction coefficient for the bottom.
In case of relatively shallow water, equation (11-12) can be approximated by
(11-13)
where T is the period of the wave.
3. Modification Of The Surface Wave Height. Usually, modification
of a wave due to bottom friction is expressed by the friction coefficient
K 1 defined by
(11-14)

G = GoK,,

where Go is the wave height at an arbitrary reference point and G the
wave height at some other position, assuming steady state conditions.
The friction coefficient K 1 is related to f in (Il-13) by the following
expression (Bretschneider and Reid, 1954):
(11-15)

1
K, - - - - - - - +
2fGo (x - Xo) '
1
31r
H2

where index refers to a reference point, x being the horizontal coordinate. Note that the expression is not in an exponential form .
In the following, an 8 second period wave will be discussed on four
feet of water. For example, let the wave height be two feet, and regard the wave as decaying over a distance of 1000 feet. A typical
value for f is 0.01. In this case K, will be 0.79, which means that the
wave height is reduced to 79% of the initial value over a distance of
1000 feet.
Let us now look at the decay over a region with a soft bottom where
the coefficient of viscosity -,, = 5 ft2/sec. The water depth and the
wave period will be the same as previously. From Fig. 4, the maximum value of k; = 0.0078, while k; = 0.004 would be more probable.
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Over 1000 feet, this will correspond to a decay amounting to less than
2% of the initial value; even if we consider k; = 0.001, we should find
that over 1000 feet the remaining wave height would be less than 37%
of the initial wave height. The situation k; = 0.001 would exist with a
layer of mud or clay roughly 1.5 feet thick.
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